
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Canterbury Racing at Ashburton Date: Saturday, 25th January 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good (3) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Zarb (Chairman), N McIntyre, J McLaughlin and S Renault 
Typist: C McMullan 

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: COUP CAPRIO, DOWRA, TOMA VALEA, SOUTHERN PRIDE, REVOLUTIONARY, BLACK STOCKINGS, 

ASAINT SHEAINT, EL CHICO, PARAKETO, GOLD ROCK 
 

Suspensions: Race  1 J Bullard (REDLINE) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding 1000 metres – Suspended 2 February to 15 
February (inclusive) - 4 riding days. 

  8 Apprentice A Frye (OUR PREMONITION) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding 1200 metres – Suspended 2 February to 6 

February (inclusive) - 4 riding days. 

  8 T Moseley (FLASH HAPI) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] – Careless riding 1000 metres – Suspended 2 February to 6 
February (inclusive) - 3 riding days. 
 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 9 J Bullard (DELIRIUM) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Shifting ground 150 metres 

  9 Apprentice A Morgan (ASK ME) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Shifting ground 150 metres 
 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 6 SANTOS – vet clearance required prior to racing next 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Race 1 REDLINE - J Bullard replaced D Walsh (Unwell) 

  2 PERFECT JAZZ - V Johnston replaced D Walsh 

  4 METRO LOVER - S Wynne replaced D Walsh 

  5 MIGHTY RULER - J Bullard replaced D Walsh 



 

 

  8 CONSCIOUS MISTAKE - J Morris replaced D Walsh 

  9 ASK ME - A Morgan replaced D Walsh 

 

Late Scratchings: Race 9 LATIN SAINT at 5.33 pm on veterinary advice 

Non Starters Race 7 PARNELL PRINCE, EL BEE DEE 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 KARAKA 2014 STARTS MONDAY TWO & THREE YEAR OLD (1200m) 

COUP CAPRIO bounded on jumping. 
CHOICE SNITZEL blundered on leaving the barriers. 
Shortly after the start S Wynne, rider of COUP CAPRIO, momentarily got her left leg entangled in the reins of CHOICE 
SNITZEL which raced to her inside. COUP CAPRIO then raced keenly for some distance in the middle stages. 
J Bullard, rider of REDLINE, defended a charge under Rule 638(1)(d) in that passing the 1000 metres he allowed his mount 
to shift inwards when insufficiently clear of COUP CAPRIO which shifted inwards onto CHOICE SNITZEL which in turn 
crowded COFFEE which became unbalanced and lost ground. In this incident CHOICE SNITZEL and HARPER ROSE were also 
hampered. After hearing evidence the JCA suspended J Bullard’s licence to ride in races for 4 days effective 2 to 15 
February 2014 inclusive.  
Trainer P O’Malley advised that CHOICE SNITZEL which proved disappointing would be spelled. 
 

Race 2 AVON CITY FORD MAIDEN (1200m) 

PLAYS UNTIL DARK jumped awkwardly, shifted outwards and bumped HOME MADE HALO. 
Approaching the 1000 metres JIP JOP SHOP which was racing keenly, steadied when momentarily crowded by PERFECT 
JAZZ which shifted outwards slightly.  
DHAULAGIRI raced wide throughout. 
When questioned regarding the apparent poor performance of favoured runner CINDERELLA, rider T Moseley advised that 
his mount was momentarily held up for clear running approaching the 200 metres however proved disappointing when in 
clear running. A post race veterinary inspection of CINDERELLA did not reveal any obvious abnormalities. 
 

Race 3 INGLEWOOD STUD SELLING AT KARAKA SELECT RATING 75 (1200m) 

THEMONEYZMINE was fractious in the barriers. 
IRONWORKER and KEEPA TRAMP both jumped awkwardly and lost ground. 
TOMA VALEA was slow to begin. 
NATKINGCOLE raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
MISS EL BEE DEE raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
Rounding the home turn IRONWORKER and KEEPA TRAMP both improved wide. 
In the straight EL DORADO SUN hung inwards and near the 100 metres lost momentum as its rider was obliged to stop and 
straighten when changing hands with the whip. 
 

Race 4 LINDAUER MAIDEN (1600m) 
MY RULES and METRO LOVER were slow to begin. 
TANDIWE jumped awkwardly and shortly after was bumped by ASLAK. 
METRO LOVER raced keenly in the early stages and near the 1300 metres improved into a narrow run to the inside of RED COAT 
and in doing so bumped MY RULES.  
MANUIA raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
PRINCE EDEN raced wide without cover throughout.  
 

Race 5 VALACHI DOWNS SELLING AT KARAKA PREMIER RATING 65 (1600m) 

EVANCHO began awkwardly and lost ground. 
Shortly after the start LORD YARBOROUGH was crowded between WILLOW PARK which shifted outwards after being bumped by 
EVIDENCE and CRYSTAL FOX (V Johnston) which shifted in. V Johnston was advised to exercise greater care when racing in similar 
circumstances.  
Passing the 1200 metres MIGHTY RULER steadied when momentarily racing in restricted room to the inside of WILLOW PARK. 
LORD YARBOROUGH and DELLEUD raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
ZHANIM and EVIDENCE improved wide rounding the home turn. 
In the straight BELT UP hung out and proved difficult to ride. 
When questioned, S Wynne, the rider of RYAN JOHN, advised she was held up and unable to improve from the 600 metres until 



 

 

the 400 metres and near the 200 metres she was obliged to shift outwards to obtain clear running. 
 

Race 6 CHRISTCHURCH CASINO DUNEDIN GOLD CUP TRIAL (2100m) 

The start was delayed briefly when ARONSAY underwent a pre race veterinary inspection and was cleared fit to race. 
CONFEDERATE raced keenly in the early stages. 
FIORANO raced keenly in the middle stages. 
VOODOO raced wide without cover throughout. 
A post race veterinary inspection of VOODOO did not reveal any obvious abnormalities. Trainer M McCann advised he 
would be recommending that the owners retire the mare. 
M Wenn, the rider of SANTOS, reported that her mount felt lame on pulling up. A post race veterinary inspection of 
SANTOS revealed the gelding to be lame in the right front leg. The connections were advised that a veterinary clearance is 
required prior to racing again. 
 

Race 7 BARNESWOOD FARM AGISTMENT RATING 75 (1600m) 

Following this race an inquiry was convened into the barrier gates of PARNELL PRINCE and EL BEE DEE being slow to open. 
Stewards lodged an information with the JCA requesting that both runners be declared non starters under Rule 632. After 
hearing all evidence the JCA found PARNELL PRINCE and EL BEE DEE were denied a fair start and as such were declared non 
starters. 
VANILLA was slow to begin. 
CARNIVA BOY raced keenly in the early stages. 
When questioned regarding the performance of PENNYS FROM HEAVEN, rider S Wynne advised that the mare raced wide 
for the majority of the race and when placed under pressure in the straight only battled to the line. 
 

Race 8 SPEIGHT’S TIMARU STAKES (1400m) 

The barriers were tested prior to the running of this race and found to be functioning correctly. 
SURREAL STORM was fractious in the barriers and jumped awkwardly. 
PINSGOLD jumped awkwardly. 
HIT THE BIT was slow to begin. 
Shortly after the start SUCRE, EL CHICO and PARAKETO were crowded between TERELLE which shifted outwards and 
CONSCIOUS MISTAKE which shifted inwards. As a result PARAKETO was hampered and EL CHICO and SUCRE lost ground. 
Approaching the 1300 metres FLASH HAPI and CONSCIOUS MISTAKE were crowded to the inside of DR DEE BEE which 
shifted inwards slightly. Consequently CONSCIOUS MISTAKE lost ground. As Stewards were unable to attribute blame to 
any specific rider, no further action was taken.  
DR DEE BEE, PARAKETO, EL CHICO and CONSCIOUS MISTAKE raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
Apprentice A Frye, rider of  OUR PREMONITION, in the presence of her trainer admitted a charge under Rule 638(1)(d) in 
that shortly after passing the 1200 metres DR DEE BEE had to be checked when crowded to the inside of OUR 
PREMONITION which shifted inwards when not clear. After hearing evidence the JCA suspended A Frye’s licence to ride at 
race meetings for 4 days effective 2 to 6 February inclusive. 
T Moseley, the rider of FLASH HAPI, admitted a charge under Rule 638(1)(d) in that passing the 1000 metres he allowed his 
mount to gradually shift inwards across the running of CONSCIOUS MISTAKE which lost ground. After hearing evidence the 
JCA suspended T Moseley’s licence to ride in races for 3 days effective 2 to 6 February 2014 inclusive.  
CONSCIOUS MISTAKE and GHOSTINTHEMACHINE improved wide rounding the home turn. 
 
Race 9 RACECOURSE HOTEL & MOTOR LODGE RATING 65 (1200m) 

LATIN SAINT was a late scratching at 5.33 pm on veterinary advice after dislodging its rider and escaping in the preliminary. 
DO UNO WHOIAM jumped awkwardly. 
Shortly after the start DO UNO WHOIAM, WESTERN WARRIOR and DA BEST COUP were crowded between RIO ROSE 
which jumped awkwardly and shifted out and GREAT DANCER which jumped awkwardly and shifted in. As a result DO UNO 
WHOIAM lost ground. 
Approaching the first turn near the 800 metres GOLD ROCK which was racing keenly had to be restrained. MT DIFFICULTY 
which was following was hampered in consequence. 
Approaching the 200 metres MT DIFFICULTY had to be steadied when crowded by GREAT DANCER which when hanging 
shifted outwards. 
Near the 150 metres QUESTION was checked when crowded between ASK ME (Apprentice A Morgan) which shifted out 
and DELIRIUM (J Bullard) which shifted in. Both riders were issued with a warning and advised they must make a greater 
effort when riding in similar circumstances. 
In the straight DELZZUP hung in and proved difficult to ride. 
 

 



 

 

 
 


